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Diversity guide: Top 10 practical steps for advancing diversity, equity and inclusion in higher education. For individuals involved in higher education workforce recruitment, development, advancement and retention, here are ten practical steps you can take to advance diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI), according to Nancy Aebersold, founder and executive director of the Higher Education Recruitment Consortium (HERC). To truly influence the institutional changes needed to establish diverse, equitable and inclusive working and learning environments, there must be opportunities for collaboration across the entire institution. Campus communities and structures are complex and have a history of operating in independent siloes.
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Agenda


Schools and education for diversity
Exploring identity
Leadership
Education for diversity in the curriculum
Harnessing local context
Recruitment and teacher training
System infrastructure.

Part 3 Citizenship

Citizenship in context
Citizenship in the curriculum
Standards of delivery
Contextualisation
Citizenship across the curriculum
A â€œfourth strandâ€™ in Citizenship?

The changing nature of the UK and potential for tension to arise now makes it ever more pressing for us to work towards community cohesion, fostering mutual understanding within schools so that valuing difference and understanding what binds us together become part of the way pupils think and behave. The diversity kit. An Introductory Resource for Social Change in Education.

Part I: H. Uman. D. Evelopmen. The diversity kit. The LAB develops educational products and services for school administrators, policymakers, teachers, and parents in New England, New York, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Central to our efforts is a commitment to equity and excellence. Information about LAB programs and services is available by contacting: LAB at Brown University
The Education Alliance
222 Richmond Street, Suite 300
Providence, RI 02903-4226.
Phone: 800-521-9550
E-mail: info@lab.brown.edu
Web: www.lab.brown.edu
Fax: 401-421-7650.